
 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Andrei-Mădălin Butnaru 

Bucharest (Romania) 

(+40) 769 489 326    

butnaruandreimadalin@gmail.com 

www.linkedin.com/in/butnaruandrei 

PERSONAL STATEMENT Big Data Developer with a demonstrated history of working in the information technology 
and services industry. Skilled in Apache Technologies, Machine Learning, and Ruby on 
Rails. Strong engineering professional, Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) student focused in 
Computational Linguistics from University of Bucharest. 

WORK EXPERIENCE

11/2016–Present Big Data Developer
Sparktech Software, Bucharest (Romania) 

- Architect and design enterprise applications by choosing the best technologies for each use case in 
order to meet projects needs.
- Lead and organize a cross-domain team in order to build several applications
- Develop each application to collect, store, process and analyze various sets of data using 
technologies from 
Hadoop Ecosystem and not only: 
- Apache Spark
- Apache Livy
- Apache Yarn
- Apache HDFS
- Apache Kafka
- Apache HBase
- Apache Hive
- ElasticSearch

- Integrate applications with Machine Learning functionalities built by the ML Team
- Design and implement ETL application
- Implement applications in python or scala, depending on the application purpose
- Use Kerberos and/or Apache Knox to create a secure cluster and to ensure that the data won't be 
accessed by the unauthorized users
- Provision, manage and monitor Apache Hadoop clusters using Apache Ambari
- Deploy applications on various platforms like Amazon Web services, or inside of on-premises 
environments using Fabric(fabfile) scripts.
- Integrate Big-Data applications with a Ruby on Rails web server
- I am involved in the internship program as a mentor, where my purpose is to help interns to learn the 
basic knowledge both theoretical and practical about Big Data technologies

07/2018–Present Co-Founder travelbot.ro
TravelBot, Bucharest (Romania) 
http://travelbot.ro 

- Design and implement the application functionalities
- Implement a web scrapping solution that scales, using Cloud Functions on Google Cloud Platform
- Integrate machine learning functionalities to extract usefull informations from the scraped data
- Architect database and storage structures
- Integrate external API's like Facebook API, Google Maps API
- Implement front-end functionalities using jQuery, CSS and HTML
- Define user stories, sprints and tasks

Business or sector Arts, entertainment and recreation 
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06/2013–11/2016 Ruby on Rails Backend Developer / Tech Lead
Sparktech Software, Bucharest (Romania) 

- Architect and design enterprise applications
- Lead and organize a cross-domain team in order to build several applications
- Build and maintain efficient, reusable, and reliable Ruby code, starting from scratch or contributing to 
the existing codebase
- Develop Ruby on Rails applications, focusing on server-side business logic, while ensuring high 
performance, responsiveness and security of API requests for client facing-apps
- Build scrappers and crawlers that extracts useful data from various websites
- Design and implement an autoscaler for a web spider, built on top of Amazon Web Services (AWS)
- Develop architecture for databases and storage structures, like PostgreSQL, ElasticSearch, Apache 
Hive
- Implement background processing using Sidekiq or ActiveJob
- Unit/feature tests and close relationship with QA Engineers
- Integrate external API's like Facebook API, Google Places API / Google Custom Search API
- Design and implement an ETL pipeline for ingesting and processing data fetched from external 
sources
- Integrate Ruby on Rails applications with the Hadoop Ecosystem
- Build an extension to the Carrierwave gem to write the files directly to Hadoop File System (HDFS)
- Integrate Apache Hive datastore to store and query the data
- I am a mentor the junior developers and new joiners
- I keep a good relationship with the client
- Implement simple front-end tasks using jQuery, CSS, and HTML

10/2018–02/2019 Graduate Teaching Associate - Web Applications Development using Ruby on 
Rails
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

Teaching students how to build web applications using Ruby on Rails

10/2017–02/2018 Graduate Teaching Assistant - Web Applications Development
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

Teaching students how to build web applications using ASP.NET WebForms

10/2016–02/2017 Graduate Teaching Assistant - Web Applications Developement
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

Teaching students how to build web applications using ASP.NET WebForms

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

10/2016–Present Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Computational Linguistics
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

10/2014–06/2016 Master's degree in Artificial Intelligence
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

10/2011–06/2014 Bachelor's degree in Computer Science
University of Bucharest, Bucharest (Romania) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Romanian
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Foreign language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C1 B2 C1 B2 B2

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Courses TensorFlow in Practice Specialization

4 Courses Specialization:

▪ Natural Language Processing in TensorFlow

▪ Sequences, Time Series and Prediction

▪ Convolutional Neural Networks in TensorFlow

▪ Introduction to TensorFlow for Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning

Credential ID 7ER54MUKJ8CH .

Courses Deep Learning Specialization

5 Course Specialization:

▪ Sequence Models

▪ Convolutional Neural Networks

▪ Structuring Machine Learning Projects

▪ Improving Deep Neural Networks: Hyperparameter tuning, Regularization and Optimization

▪ Neural Networks and Deep Learning

Credential ID 9A9PAAHQFW8T.

Honours and awards 1st Place at DevHacks 2018 on Future Banking Challange

Hera, a banking digital assistant that helps you manage your finances, educate you about choosing 
the right bank products based on your spending habits and connects to a bank office and send 
potential leads based on the conversation with you or other users.

Honours and awards 1st place on the Arabic Dialect Identification Task @ VarDial Workshop 2018 Shared Task 
Competition

The results are presented in the paper "UnibucKernel Reloaded: First Place in Arabic Dialect 
Identification for the Second Year in a Row", Andrei M. Butnaru and Radu Tudor Ionescu, In 
Proceedings of the VarDial Workshop of COLING, 2018

Honours and awards 1st place on the Arabic Dialect Identification Task @ VarDial Workshop 2017 Shared Task 
Competition

The results are presented in the paper "Learning to identify Arabic and German dialects using multiple
kernels", Radu Tudor Ionescu and Andrei M. Butnaru, In Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on NLP
for Similar Languages, Varieties and Dialects 2017

Projects TravelBot

Fully automated tourism website where a user can enter a destination and the bot will crawl local 
tourism websites for offers that match his destination. It will do it periodically and mail the user any 
result it finds.

Projects ShotgunWSD - An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation

An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation inspired by DNA sequencing. The 
algorithm is described in the paper "ShotgunWSD: An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense 
disambiguation inspired by DNA sequencing." Butnaru, Andrei M., Radu Tudor Ionescu, and 
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Florentina Hristea. In Proceedings of EACL 2017

Projects PSD2 Payment System - OpenBanking Hackathon

Fully functional payment solution as an alternative for standard online card payments, using the PSD2
directive. The main feature is a Reactjs widget that integrates into any eCommerce and links to a 
central dashboard ( built using Laravel ). The Dashboard is communicating with the bank API and 
centralizes bank accounts. Data is stored into ElasticSearch and used with multi-point machine 
learning to detect anomalies in payments. Another feature is a Compliance Dashboard for banks that 
represents an interface to the Machine Learning module that can be employed as an anti-fraud 
system, more precisely as an extra layer of security for the banks.

 

Projects Hera, the banking assistant, 1st prize at DevHacks2018

POC for a personal assistant that helps you manage your finances. It can educate you to choose the 
right banking products based on your habits, deduced from your transactions. It scores it's 
conversations with you with the bank office so that any potential leads can be called to get a 
conversion.
Technically it involved a chatbot ( DialogFlow + Firebase), a client banking app ( Ionic ), a bank API 
( Laravel ), a bank office app ( Laravel ).

Publications MOROCO: The Moldavian and Romanian Dialectal Corpus

Aug 2019  - In Proceedings of ACL

In this work, we introduce the Moldavian and Romanian Dialectal Corpus (MOROCO), which is freely 
available for download at https://github.com/butnaruandrei/MOROCO. The corpus contains 33564 
samples of text (with over 10 million tokens) collected from the news domain. The samples be- long to
one of the following six topics: culture, finance, politics, science, sports and tech. The data set is 
divided into 21719 samples for training, 5921 samples for validation and another 5924 samples for 
testing. For each sample, we provide corresponding dialectal and category labels. This allows us to 
perform empirical studies on several classification tasks such as (i) binary discrimination of Moldavian 
versus Romanian text samples, (ii) intra-dialect multi-class categorization by topic and (iii) cross-
dialect multi-class categorization by topic. We perform experiments using a shallow approach based 
on string kernels, as well as a novel deep approach based on character-level convolutional neural 
networks containing Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks. We also present and analyze the most 
discriminative features of our best performing model, before and after named entity removal.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

 

Publications ShotgunWSD 2.0: An improved algorithm for global word sense disambiguation

Aug 2019 - In IEEE Access

ShotgunWSD is a recent unsupervised and knowledge-based algorithm for global word sense 
disambiguation (WSD). The algorithm is inspired by the Shotgun sequencing technique, which is a 
broadly-used whole genome sequencing approach. ShotgunWSD performs WSD at the document 
level based on three phases. The first phase consists of applying a brute-force WSD algorithm on 
short context windows selected from the document, in order to generate a short list of likely sense 
configurations for each window. The second phase consists of assembling the local sense 
configurations into longer composite configurations by prefix and suffix matching. In the third phase, 
the resulting configurations are ranked by their length, and the sense of each word is chosen based 
on a majority voting scheme that considers only the top configurations in which the respective word 
appears. In this paper, we present an improved version (2.0) of ShotgunWSD which is based on a 
different approach for computing the relatedness score between two word senses, a step that stays at
the core of building better local sense configurations. For each sense, we collect all the words from the
corresponding WordNet synset, gloss and related synsets, into a sense bag. We embed the collected 
words from all the sense bags in the entire document into a vector space using a common word 
embedding framework. The word vectors are then clustered using k-means to form clusters of 
semantically related words. At this stage, we consider that clusters with fewer samples (with respect to
a given threshold) represent outliers and we eliminate these clusters altogether. Words from the 
eliminated clusters are also removed from each and every sense bag. Finally, we compute the 
median of all the remaining word embeddings in a given sense bag to obtain a sense embedding for 
the corresponding word sense.
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Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications BAM: A combination of deep and shallow models for German Dialect Identification

Jun 2019 - In Proceedings of VarDial Workshop of NAACL

In this paper, we present a machine learning approach for the German Dialect Identification (GDI) 
Closed Shared Task of the DSL 2019 Challenge. The proposed approach combines deep and 
shallow models, by applying a voting scheme on the outputs resulted from a Character-level 
Convolutional Neural Networks (Char-CNN), a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, and a 
model based on String Kernels. The first model used is the Char-CNN model that merges multiple 
convolutions computed with kernels of different sizes. The second model is the LSTM network which 
applies a global max-pooling over the returned sequences over time. Both models pass the activation 
maps to two fully-connected layers. The final model is based on String Kernels, computed on 
character p-grams extracted from speech transcripts. The model combines two blended kernel 
functions, one is the presence bits kernel, and the other is the intersection kernel. The empirical results
obtained in the shared task prove that the approach can achieve good results. The system proposed 
in this paper obtained the fourth place with a macro-F1 score of 62.55%.

Publications Vector of Locally-Aggregated Word Embeddings (VLAWE): A Novel Document-level 
Representation

Feb 2019  - In Proceedings of NAACL

In this paper, we propose a novel representation for text documents based on aggregating word 
embedding vectors into document embeddings. Our approach is inspired by the Vector of Locally-
Aggregated Descriptors used for image representation, and it works as follows. First, the word 
embeddings gathered from a collection of documents are clustered by k-means in order to learn a 
codebook of semantically-related word embeddings. Each word embedding is then associated to its 
nearest cluster centroid (codeword). The Vector of Locally-Aggregated Word Embeddings (VLAWE) 
representation of a document is then computed by accumulating the differences between each 
codeword vector and each word vector (from the document) associated with the respective codeword.
We plug the VLAWE representation, which is learned in an unsupervised manner, into a classifier and 
show that it is useful for a diverse set of text classification tasks. We compare our approach with a 
broad range of recent state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. 
Furthermore, we obtain a considerable improvement on the Movie Review data set, reporting an 
accuracy of 93.3%, which represents an absolute gain of 10% over the state-of-the-art approach.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications Transductive learning with string kernels for cross-domain text classification

Dec 2018  - In Proceedings of ICONIP

For many text classification tasks, there is a major problem posed by the lack of labeled data in a 
target domain. Although classifiers for a target domain can be trained on labeled text data from a 
related source domain, the accuracy of such classifiers is usually lower in the cross-domain setting. 
Recently, string kernels have obtained state-of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such 
as native language identification or automatic essay scoring. Moreover, classifiers based on string 
kernels have been found to be robust to the distribution gap between different domains. In this paper, 
we formally describe an algorithm composed of two simple yet effective transductive learning 
approaches to further improve the results of string kernels in cross-domain settings. By adapting string
kernels to the test set without using the ground-truth test labels, we report significantly better accuracy 
rates in cross-domain English polarity classification.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications Improving the results of string kernels in sentiment analysis and Arabic dialect identification 
by adapting them to your test set

Oct 2018 - In Proceedings of EMNLP

Recently, string kernels have obtained state-of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such 
as Arabic dialect identification or native language identification. In this paper, we apply two simple yet 
effective transductive learning approaches to further improve the results of string kernels. The first 
approach is based on interpreting the pairwise string kernel similarities between samples in the 
training set and samples in the test set as features. Our second approach is a simple self-training 
method based on two learning iterations. In the first iteration, a classifier is trained on the training set 
and tested on the test set, as usual. In the second iteration, a number of test samples (to which the 
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classifier associated higher confidence scores) are added to the training set for another round of 
training. However, the ground-truth labels of the added test samples are not necessary. Instead, we 
use the labels predicted by the classifier in the first training iteration. By adapting string kernels to the 
test set, we report significantly better accuracy rates in English polarity classification and Arabic dialect
identification.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications UnibucKernel Reloaded: First Place in Arabic Dialect Identification for the Second Year in a 
Row

Aug 2018 - In Proceedings of the VarDial Workshop of COLING, 2018

We present a machine learning approach that ranked on the first place in the Arabic Dialect 
Identification (ADI) Closed Shared Tasks of the 2018 VarDial Evaluation Campaign. The proposed 
approach combines several kernels using multiple kernel learning. While most of our kernels are 
based on character p-grams (also known as n-grams) extracted from speech or phonetic transcripts, 
we also use a kernel based on dialectal embeddings generated from audio recordings by the 
organizers. In the learning stage, we independently employ Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) and 
Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR). Preliminary experiments indicate that KRR provides better 
classification results. Our approach is shallow and simple, but the empirical results obtained in the 
2018 ADI Closed Shared Task prove that it achieves the best performance. Furthermore, our top 
macro-F1 score (58.92%) is significantly better than the second-best score (57.59%) in the 2018 ADI 
Shared Task, according to the statistical significance test performed by the organizers. Nevertheless, 
we obtain even better post-competition results (a macro-F1 score of 62.28%) using the audio 
embeddings released by the organizers after the competition. With a very similar approach (that did 
not include phonetic features), we also ranked first in the ADI Closed Shared Tasks of the 2017 
VarDial Evaluation Campaign, surpassing the second best method by 4.62%. We, therefore, conclude
that our multiple kernel learning method is the best approach to date for Arabic dialect identification

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications Automated essay scoring with string kernels and word embeddings

Jul 2018 - In Proceedings of ACL, 2018

In this work, we present an approach based on combining string kernels and word embeddings for 
automatic essay scoring. String kernels capture the similarity among strings based on counting 
common character n-grams, which are a low-level yet powerful type of feature, demonstrating state-
of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such as Arabic dialect identification or native 
language identification. To our best knowledge, we are the first to apply string kernels to automatically 
score essays. We are also the first to combine them with a high-level semantic feature representation,
namely the bag-of-super-word-embeddings. We report the best performance on the Automated 
Student Assessment Prize dataset, in both indomain and cross-domain settings, surpassing recent 
state-of-the-art deep learning approaches.

Co-Author: Madalina Cozma and Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications UnibucKernel: A kernel-based learning method for complex word identification

Mar 20, 2018  - In Proceedings of the BEA-13 Workshop of NAACL, 2018

In this paper, we present a kernel-based learning approach for the 2018 Complex Word Identification 
(CWI) Shared Task. Our approach is based on combining multiple low-level features, such as 
character n-grams, with high-level semantic features that are either automatically learned using word 
embeddings or extracted from a lexical knowledge base, namely WordNet. After feature extraction, 
we employ a kernel method for the learning phase. The feature matrix is first transformed into a 
normalized kernel matrix. For the binary classification task (simple versus complex), we employ 
Support Vector Machines. For the regression task, in which we have to predict the complexity level of 
a word (a word is more complex if it is labeled as complex by more annotators), we employ v-Support 
Vector Regression. We applied our approach only on the three English data sets containing 
documents from Wikipedia, WikiNews and News domains. Our best result during the competition was
the third place on the English Wikipedia data set. However, in this paper, we also report better post-
competition results.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu
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Publications From Image to Text Classification: A Novel Approach based on Clustering Word Embeddings

Jul 25, 2017  - In Proceedings of 21st International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent 
Information & Engineering Systems

In this paper, we propose a novel approach for text classification based on clustering word 
embeddings, inspired by the bag of visual words model, which is widely used in computer vision. After 
each word in a collection of documents is represented as word vector using a pre-trained word 
embeddings model, a k-means algorithm is applied on the word vectors in order to obtain a fixed-size 
set of clusters. The centroid of each cluster is interpreted as a super word embedding that embodies 
all the semantically related word vectors in a certain region of the embedding space. Every embedded
word in the collection of documents is then assigned to the nearest cluster centroid. In the end, each 
document is represented as a bag of super word embeddings by computing the frequency of each 
super word embedding in the respective document. We also diverge from the idea of building a single 
vocabulary for the entire collection of documents, and propose to build class-specific vocabularies for 
better performance. Using this kind of representation, we report results on two text mining tasks, 
namely text categorization by topic and polarity classification. On both tasks, our model yields better 
performance than the standard bag of words.

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications Learning to identify Arabic and German dialects using multiple kernels

Apr 2017  - In Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on NLP for Similar Languages, Varieties and 
Dialects

We present a machine learning approach for the Arabic Dialect Identification (ADI) and the German 
Dialect Identification (GDI) Closed Shared Tasks of the DSL 2017 Challenge. The proposed approach 
combines several kernels using multiple kernel learning. While most of our kernels are based on 
character p-grams (also known as n-grams) extracted from speech transcripts, we also use a kernel 
based on i-vectors, a low-dimensional representation of audio recordings, provided only for the Arabic 
data. In the learning stage, we independently employ Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) and Kernel 
Ridge Regression (KRR). Our approach is shallow and simple, but the empirical results obtained in 
the shared tasks prove that it achieves very good results. Indeed, we ranked on the first place in the 
ADI Shared Task with a weighted F1 score of 76.32% (4.62% above the second place) and on the fifth
place in the GDI Shared Task with a weighted F1 score of 63.67% (2.57% below the first place).

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu

Publications ShotgunWSD: An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation inspired by 
DNA sequencing

Apr 2017 - In Proceedings of European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics

In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised algorithm for word sense disambiguation (WSD) at the
document level. Our algorithm is inspired by a widely-used approach in the field of genetics for whole 
genome sequencing, known as the Shotgun sequencing technique. The proposed WSD algorithm is 
based on three main steps. First, a brute-force WSD algorithm is applied to short context windows (up 
to 10 words) selected from the document in order to generate a short list of likely sense configurations 
for each window. In the second step, these local sense configurations are assembled into longer 
composite configurations based on suffix and prefix matching. The resulted configurations are ranked 
by their length, and the sense of each word is chosen based on a voting scheme that considers only 
the top k configurations in which the word appears. We compare our algorithm with other state-of-the-
art unsupervised WSD algorithms and demonstrate better performance, sometimes by a very large 
margin. We also show that our algorithm can yield better performance than the Most Common Sense 
(MCS) baseline on one data set. Moreover, our algorithm has a very small number of parameters, is 
robust to parameter tuning, and, unlike other bioinspired methods, it gives a deterministic solution (it 
does not involve random choices).

Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu
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   ECV 2020-01-22T10:17:43.042Z 2020-01-22T11:00:32.135Z V3.4 EWA Europass CV true                  Andrei-Mădălin Butnaru    Bucharest  RO Romania  butnaruandreimadalin@gmail.com   (+40) 769 489 326  home   www.linkedin.com/in/butnaruandrei   personal_statement PERSONAL STATEMENT  <p>Big Data Developer with a demonstrated history of working in the information technology and services industry. Skilled in Apache Technologies, Machine Learning, and Ruby on Rails. Strong engineering professional,&nbsp;Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) student&nbsp;focused in Computational Linguistics from University of Bucharest.&nbsp;</p>     true  Big Data Developer <p>- Architect and design enterprise applications by choosing the best technologies for each use case in order to meet projects needs.<br />- Lead and organize a cross-domain team in order to build several applications<br />- Develop each application to collect, store, process and analyze various sets of data using technologies from <br />Hadoop Ecosystem and not only: <br />- Apache Spark<br />- Apache Livy<br />- Apache Yarn<br />- Apache HDFS<br />- Apache Kafka<br />- Apache HBase<br />- Apache Hive<br />- ElasticSearch<br /><br />- Integrate applications with Machine Learning functionalities built by the ML Team<br />- Design and implement ETL application<br />- Implement applications in python or scala, depending on the application purpose<br />- Use Kerberos and/or Apache Knox to create a secure cluster and to ensure that the data won&#39;t be accessed by the unauthorized users<br />- Provision, manage and monitor Apache Hadoop clusters using Apache Ambari<br />- Deploy applications on various platforms like Amazon Web services, or inside of on-premises environments using Fabric(fabfile) scripts.<br />- Integrate Big-Data applications with a Ruby on Rails web server<br />- I am involved in the internship program as a mentor, where my purpose is to help interns to learn the basic knowledge both theoretical and practical about Big Data technologies</p>  Sparktech Software    Bucharest  RO Romania    true  Co-Founder travelbot.ro <p>- Design and implement the application functionalities<br />- Implement a web scrapping solution that scales, using Cloud Functions on Google Cloud Platform<br />- Integrate machine learning functionalities to extract usefull informations from the scraped data<br />- Architect database and storage structures<br />- Integrate external API&#39;s like Facebook API, Google Maps API<br />- Implement front-end functionalities using jQuery, CSS and HTML<br />- Define user stories, sprints and tasks</p>  TravelBot    Bucharest  RO Romania  http://travelbot.ro  business  R Arts, entertainment and recreation     false  Ruby on Rails Backend Developer / Tech Lead <p>- Architect and design enterprise applications<br />- Lead and organize a cross-domain team in order to build several applications<br />- Build and maintain efficient, reusable, and reliable Ruby code, starting from scratch or contributing to the existing codebase<br />- Develop Ruby on Rails applications, focusing on server-side business logic, while ensuring high performance, responsiveness and security of API requests for client facing-apps<br />- Build scrappers and crawlers that extracts useful data from various websites<br />- Design and implement an autoscaler for a web spider, built on top of Amazon Web Services (AWS)<br />- Develop architecture for databases and storage structures, like PostgreSQL, ElasticSearch, Apache Hive<br />- Implement background processing using Sidekiq or ActiveJob<br />- Unit/feature tests and close relationship with QA Engineers<br />- Integrate external API&#39;s like Facebook API, Google Places API / Google Custom Search API<br />- Design and implement an ETL pipeline for ingesting and processing data fetched from external sources<br />- Integrate Ruby on Rails applications with the Hadoop Ecosystem<br />- Build an extension to the Carrierwave gem to write the files directly to Hadoop File System (HDFS)<br />- Integrate Apache Hive datastore to store and query the data<br />- I am a mentor the junior developers and new joiners<br />- I keep a good relationship with the client<br />- Implement simple front-end tasks using jQuery, CSS, and HTML</p>  Sparktech Software    Bucharest  RO Romania     false  Graduate Teaching Associate - Web Applications Development using Ruby on Rails <p>Teaching students how to build web applications using Ruby on Rails</p>  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania     false  Graduate Teaching Assistant - Web Applications Development <p>Teaching students how to build web applications using ASP.NET WebForms</p>  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania     false  Graduate Teaching Assistant - Web Applications Developement <p>Teaching students how to build web applications using ASP.NET WebForms</p>  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania     true Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Computational Linguistics  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania     false Master's degree in Artificial Intelligence  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania     false Bachelor's degree in Computer Science  University of Bucharest    Bucharest  RO Romania      ro Romanian    en English  C1 B2 C1 B2 B2    courses Courses <p><strong>TensorFlow in Practice Specialization</strong></p><p>4 Courses Specialization:</p><ul><li>Natural Language Processing in TensorFlow</li><li>Sequences, Time Series and Prediction</li><li>Convolutional Neural Networks in TensorFlow</li><li>Introduction to TensorFlow for Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning</li></ul><p>Credential ID <a href="https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/certificate/7ER54MUKJ8CH" rel="nofollow">7ER54MUKJ8CH</a> .</p>   courses Courses <p><strong>Deep Learning Specialization</strong></p><p>5 Course Specialization:</p><ul><li>Sequence Models</li><li>Convolutional Neural Networks</li><li>Structuring Machine Learning Projects</li><li>Improving Deep Neural Networks: Hyperparameter tuning, Regularization and Optimization</li><li>Neural Networks and Deep Learning</li></ul><p>Credential ID <a href="https://www.coursera.org/account/accomplishments/specialization/9A9PAAHQFW8T" rel="nofollow">9A9PAAHQFW8T</a>.</p>   honors_awards Honours and awards <p><strong>1st Place at DevHacks 2018 on Future Banking Challange</strong></p><p>Hera, a banking digital assistant that helps you manage your finances, educate you about choosing the right bank products based on your spending habits and connects to a bank office and send potential leads based on the conversation with you or other users.</p>   honors_awards Honours and awards <p><strong>1st place on the Arabic Dialect Identification Task &#64; VarDial Workshop 2018 Shared Task Competition</strong></p><p>The results are presented in the paper &#34;UnibucKernel Reloaded: First Place in Arabic Dialect Identification for the Second Year in a Row&#34;, Andrei M. Butnaru and Radu Tudor Ionescu, In Proceedings of the VarDial Workshop of COLING, 2018</p>   honors_awards Honours and awards <p><strong>1st place on the Arabic Dialect Identification Task &#64; VarDial Workshop 2017 Shared Task Competition</strong></p><p>The results are presented in the paper &#34;Learning to identify Arabic and German dialects using multiple kernels&#34;, Radu Tudor Ionescu and Andrei M. Butnaru, In Proceedings of the Fourth Workshop on NLP for Similar Languages, Varieties and Dialects 2017</p>   projects Projects <p><strong>TravelBot</strong></p><p>Fully automated tourism website where a user can enter a destination and the bot will crawl local tourism websites for offers that match his destination. It will do it periodically and mail the user any result it finds.</p>   projects Projects <p><strong>ShotgunWSD - An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation</strong></p><p>An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation inspired by DNA sequencing. The algorithm is described in the paper &#34;ShotgunWSD: An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation inspired by DNA sequencing.&#34; Butnaru, Andrei M., Radu Tudor Ionescu, and Florentina Hristea. In Proceedings of EACL 2017</p>   projects Projects <p><strong>PSD2 Payment System - OpenBanking Hackathon</strong></p><p>Fully functional payment solution as an alternative for standard online card payments, using the PSD2 directive. The main feature is a Reactjs widget that integrates into any eCommerce and links to a central dashboard ( built using Laravel ). The Dashboard is communicating with the bank API and centralizes bank accounts. Data is stored into ElasticSearch and used with multi-point machine learning to detect anomalies in payments. Another feature is a Compliance Dashboard for banks that represents an interface to the Machine Learning module that can be employed as an anti-fraud system, more precisely as an extra layer of security for the banks.</p><p> </p>   projects Projects <p><strong>Hera, the banking assistant, 1st prize at DevHacks2018</strong></p><p>POC for a personal assistant that helps you manage your finances. It can educate you to choose the right banking products based on your habits, deduced from your transactions. It scores it&#39;s conversations with you with the bank office so that any potential leads can be called to get a conversion.<br />Technically it involved a chatbot ( DialogFlow &#43; Firebase), a client banking app ( Ionic ), a bank API ( Laravel ), a bank office app ( Laravel ).</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>MOROCO: The Moldavian and Romanian Dialectal Corpus</strong></p><p><em>Aug 2019  - In Proceedings of ACL</em></p><p>In this work, we introduce the Moldavian and Romanian Dialectal Corpus (MOROCO), which is freely available for download at https://github.com/butnaruandrei/MOROCO. The corpus contains 33564 samples of text (with over 10 million tokens) collected from the news domain. The samples be- long to one of the following six topics: culture, finance, politics, science, sports and tech. The data set is divided into 21719 samples for training, 5921 samples for validation and another 5924 samples for testing. For each sample, we provide corresponding dialectal and category labels. This allows us to perform empirical studies on several classification tasks such as (i) binary discrimination of Moldavian versus Romanian text samples, (ii) intra-dialect multi-class categorization by topic and (iii) cross-dialect multi-class categorization by topic. We perform experiments using a shallow approach based on string kernels, as well as a novel deep approach based on character-level convolutional neural networks containing Squeeze-and-Excitation blocks. We also present and analyze the most discriminative features of our best performing model, before and after named entity removal.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p><p> </p>   publications Publications <p><strong>ShotgunWSD 2.0: An improved algorithm for global word sense disambiguation</strong></p><p><em>Aug 2019 - In IEEE Access</em></p><p>ShotgunWSD is a recent unsupervised and knowledge-based algorithm for global word sense disambiguation (WSD). The algorithm is inspired by the Shotgun sequencing technique, which is a broadly-used whole genome sequencing approach. ShotgunWSD performs WSD at the document level based on three phases. The first phase consists of applying a brute-force WSD algorithm on short context windows selected from the document, in order to generate a short list of likely sense configurations for each window. The second phase consists of assembling the local sense configurations into longer composite configurations by prefix and suffix matching. In the third phase, the resulting configurations are ranked by their length, and the sense of each word is chosen based on a majority voting scheme that considers only the top configurations in which the respective word appears. In this paper, we present an improved version (2.0) of ShotgunWSD which is based on a different approach for computing the relatedness score between two word senses, a step that stays at the core of building better local sense configurations. For each sense, we collect all the words from the corresponding WordNet synset, gloss and related synsets, into a sense bag. We embed the collected words from all the sense bags in the entire document into a vector space using a common word embedding framework. The word vectors are then clustered using k-means to form clusters of semantically related words. At this stage, we consider that clusters with fewer samples (with respect to a given threshold) represent outliers and we eliminate these clusters altogether. Words from the eliminated clusters are also removed from each and every sense bag. Finally, we compute the median of all the remaining word embeddings in a given sense bag to obtain a sense embedding for the corresponding word sense.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>BAM: A combination of deep and shallow models for German Dialect Identification</strong></p><p><em>Jun 2019 - In Proceedings of VarDial Workshop of NAACL</em></p><p>In this paper, we present a machine learning approach for the German Dialect Identification (GDI) Closed Shared Task of the DSL 2019 Challenge. The proposed approach combines deep and shallow models, by applying a voting scheme on the outputs resulted from a Character-level Convolutional Neural Networks (Char-CNN), a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network, and a model based on String Kernels. The first model used is the Char-CNN model that merges multiple convolutions computed with kernels of different sizes. The second model is the LSTM network which applies a global max-pooling over the returned sequences over time. Both models pass the activation maps to two fully-connected layers. The final model is based on String Kernels, computed on character p-grams extracted from speech transcripts. The model combines two blended kernel functions, one is the presence bits kernel, and the other is the intersection kernel. The empirical results obtained in the shared task prove that the approach can achieve good results. The system proposed in this paper obtained the fourth place with a macro-F1 score of 62.55%.</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>Vector of Locally-Aggregated Word Embeddings (VLAWE): A Novel Document-level Representation</strong></p><p><em>Feb 2019  - In Proceedings of NAACL</em></p><p>In this paper, we propose a novel representation for text documents based on aggregating word embedding vectors into document embeddings. Our approach is inspired by the Vector of Locally-Aggregated Descriptors used for image representation, and it works as follows. First, the word embeddings gathered from a collection of documents are clustered by k-means in order to learn a codebook of semantically-related word embeddings. Each word embedding is then associated to its nearest cluster centroid (codeword). The Vector of Locally-Aggregated Word Embeddings (VLAWE) representation of a document is then computed by accumulating the differences between each codeword vector and each word vector (from the document) associated with the respective codeword. We plug the VLAWE representation, which is learned in an unsupervised manner, into a classifier and show that it is useful for a diverse set of text classification tasks. We compare our approach with a broad range of recent state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. Furthermore, we obtain a considerable improvement on the Movie Review data set, reporting an accuracy of 93.3%, which represents an absolute gain of 10% over the state-of-the-art approach.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>Transductive learning with string kernels for cross-domain text classification</strong></p><p><em>Dec 2018  - In Proceedings of ICONIP</em></p><p>For many text classification tasks, there is a major problem posed by the lack of labeled data in a target domain. Although classifiers for a target domain can be trained on labeled text data from a related source domain, the accuracy of such classifiers is usually lower in the cross-domain setting. Recently, string kernels have obtained state-of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such as native language identification or automatic essay scoring. Moreover, classifiers based on string kernels have been found to be robust to the distribution gap between different domains. In this paper, we formally describe an algorithm composed of two simple yet effective transductive learning approaches to further improve the results of string kernels in cross-domain settings. By adapting string kernels to the test set without using the ground-truth test labels, we report significantly better accuracy rates in cross-domain English polarity classification.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>Improving the results of string kernels in sentiment analysis and Arabic dialect identification by adapting them to your test set</strong></p><p><em>Oct 2018 - In Proceedings of EMNLP</em></p><p>Recently, string kernels have obtained state-of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such as Arabic dialect identification or native language identification. In this paper, we apply two simple yet effective transductive learning approaches to further improve the results of string kernels. The first approach is based on interpreting the pairwise string kernel similarities between samples in the training set and samples in the test set as features. Our second approach is a simple self-training method based on two learning iterations. In the first iteration, a classifier is trained on the training set and tested on the test set, as usual. In the second iteration, a number of test samples (to which the classifier associated higher confidence scores) are added to the training set for another round of training. However, the ground-truth labels of the added test samples are not necessary. Instead, we use the labels predicted by the classifier in the first training iteration. By adapting string kernels to the test set, we report significantly better accuracy rates in English polarity classification and Arabic dialect identification.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>UnibucKernel Reloaded: First Place in Arabic Dialect Identification for the Second Year in a Row</strong></p><p><em>Aug 2018 - In Proceedings of the VarDial Workshop of COLING, 2018</em></p><p>We present a machine learning approach that ranked on the first place in the Arabic Dialect Identification (ADI) Closed Shared Tasks of the 2018 VarDial Evaluation Campaign. The proposed approach combines several kernels using multiple kernel learning. While most of our kernels are based on character p-grams (also known as n-grams) extracted from speech or phonetic transcripts, we also use a kernel based on dialectal embeddings generated from audio recordings by the organizers. In the learning stage, we independently employ Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) and Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR). Preliminary experiments indicate that KRR provides better classification results. Our approach is shallow and simple, but the empirical results obtained in the 2018 ADI Closed Shared Task prove that it achieves the best performance. Furthermore, our top macro-F1 score (58.92%) is significantly better than the second-best score (57.59%) in the 2018 ADI Shared Task, according to the statistical significance test performed by the organizers. Nevertheless, we obtain even better post-competition results (a macro-F1 score of 62.28%) using the audio embeddings released by the organizers after the competition. With a very similar approach (that did not include phonetic features), we also ranked first in the ADI Closed Shared Tasks of the 2017 VarDial Evaluation Campaign, surpassing the second best method by 4.62%. We, therefore, conclude that our multiple kernel learning method is the best approach to date for Arabic dialect identification</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>Automated essay scoring with string kernels and word embeddings</strong></p><p><em>Jul 2018 - In Proceedings of ACL, 2018</em></p><p>In this work, we present an approach based on combining string kernels and word embeddings for automatic essay scoring. String kernels capture the similarity among strings based on counting common character n-grams, which are a low-level yet powerful type of feature, demonstrating state-of-the-art results in various text classification tasks such as Arabic dialect identification or native language identification. To our best knowledge, we are the first to apply string kernels to automatically score essays. We are also the first to combine them with a high-level semantic feature representation, namely the bag-of-super-word-embeddings. We report the best performance on the Automated Student Assessment Prize dataset, in both indomain and cross-domain settings, surpassing recent state-of-the-art deep learning approaches.</p><p><br />Co-Author: Madalina Cozma and Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>UnibucKernel: A kernel-based learning method for complex word identification</strong></p><p><em>Mar 20, 2018  - In Proceedings of the BEA-13 Workshop of NAACL, 2018</em></p><p>In this paper, we present a kernel-based learning approach for the 2018 Complex Word Identification (CWI) Shared Task. Our approach is based on combining multiple low-level features, such as character n-grams, with high-level semantic features that are either automatically learned using word embeddings or extracted from a lexical knowledge base, namely WordNet. After feature extraction, we employ a kernel method for the learning phase. The feature matrix is first transformed into a normalized kernel matrix. For the binary classification task (simple versus complex), we employ Support Vector Machines. For the regression task, in which we have to predict the complexity level of a word (a word is more complex if it is labeled as complex by more annotators), we employ v-Support Vector Regression. We applied our approach only on the three English data sets containing documents from Wikipedia, WikiNews and News domains. Our best result during the competition was the third place on the English Wikipedia data set. However, in this paper, we also report better post-competition results.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>From Image to Text Classification: A Novel Approach based on Clustering Word Embeddings</strong></p><p><em>Jul 25, 2017  - In Proceedings of 21st International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information &amp; Engineering Systems</em></p><p>In this paper, we propose a novel approach for text classification based on clustering word embeddings, inspired by the bag of visual words model, which is widely used in computer vision. After each word in a collection of documents is represented as word vector using a pre-trained word embeddings model, a k-means algorithm is applied on the word vectors in order to obtain a fixed-size set of clusters. The centroid of each cluster is interpreted as a super word embedding that embodies all the semantically related word vectors in a certain region of the embedding space. Every embedded word in the collection of documents is then assigned to the nearest cluster centroid. In the end, each document is represented as a bag of super word embeddings by computing the frequency of each super word embedding in the respective document. We also diverge from the idea of building a single vocabulary for the entire collection of documents, and propose to build class-specific vocabularies for better performance. Using this kind of representation, we report results on two text mining tasks, namely text categorization by topic and polarity classification. On both tasks, our model yields better performance than the standard bag of words.</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>Learning to identify Arabic and German dialects using multiple kernels</strong></p><p><em>Apr 2017  - In Proceedings of the F</em>ourth Workshop on NLP for Similar Languages, Varieties and Dialects</p><p>We present a machine learning approach for the Arabic Dialect Identification (ADI) and the German Dialect Identification (GDI) Closed Shared Tasks of the DSL 2017 Challenge. The proposed approach combines several kernels using multiple kernel learning. While most of our kernels are based on character p-grams (also known as n-grams) extracted from speech transcripts, we also use a kernel based on i-vectors, a low-dimensional representation of audio recordings, provided only for the Arabic data. In the learning stage, we independently employ Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) and Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR). Our approach is shallow and simple, but the empirical results obtained in the shared tasks prove that it achieves very good results. Indeed, we ranked on the first place in the ADI Shared Task with a weighted F1 score of 76.32% (4.62% above the second place) and on the fifth place in the GDI Shared Task with a weighted F1 score of 63.67% (2.57% below the first place).</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p>   publications Publications <p><strong>ShotgunWSD: An unsupervised algorithm for global word sense disambiguation inspired by DNA sequencing</strong></p><p><em>Apr 2017 - In Proceedings </em>of European Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics</p><p>In this paper, we present a novel unsupervised algorithm for word sense disambiguation (WSD) at the document level. Our algorithm is inspired by a widely-used approach in the field of genetics for whole genome sequencing, known as the Shotgun sequencing technique. The proposed WSD algorithm is based on three main steps. First, a brute-force WSD algorithm is applied to short context windows (up to 10 words) selected from the document in order to generate a short list of likely sense configurations for each window. In the second step, these local sense configurations are assembled into longer composite configurations based on suffix and prefix matching. The resulted configurations are ranked by their length, and the sense of each word is chosen based on a voting scheme that considers only the top k configurations in which the word appears. We compare our algorithm with other state-of-the-art unsupervised WSD algorithms and demonstrate better performance, sometimes by a very large margin. We also show that our algorithm can yield better performance than the Most Common Sense (MCS) baseline on one data set. Moreover, our algorithm has a very small number of parameters, is robust to parameter tuning, and, unlike other bioinspired methods, it gives a deterministic solution (it does not involve random choices).</p><p>Co-Author: Radu Tudor Ionescu</p><p> </p> 

